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06.06.0000.271 .26.1 32.1 7
DATED 11 SEPTEMBER 2017

Serial
number

Aircraft Serial
number

No of
Overhaul

Time Since New
(Dt 06 Auq 17)

Hours left for 500
hrs lnspection

Remarks

I 14320 Nit 476'.37 23.23

2 14322 Nit 463:36 36.24

3 14327 Nit 387:30 112.30

4 14326 Nil 292'.45 207'.55

g. The bidder will provide necessary spares, tools and materials required for carrying out 500t50

hours periodic inspection of K-8W aircraftserial number 14320,14322, 14326 and 14327. The list is to be

submitted along with the offer.

10. The bidder is to provide necessary spares, tools and materials required for carrying out 500t50

hours periodic inspection for another 05 x of K-8W aircraft serial number 14321, 14323, 14324 14325 and

1432g. These items should have preservation life minimum 03 years. The prices of these items are to be
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Technical Terms and Conditions

1. Authorized supplier of Chinese Government i.e. CATIC, PTI and Xinshidal CO, China are allowed to

participate in the tender for carrying out 500t50 hours periodic inspection of K-BW aircraft at BAF Base

Matiur Rahman Rahman, Jessoie. pLA factories. which have such type previous experience may also

parlicipate in the tender.

2. principals other than CATIC, PTI and Xinshidal CO, China are also allowed in the tender with

condition of releasing 95% payment after satisfactory completion of 500t50 hours periodic inspection of

K-gW aircraft. Remirning SYo of the total amount will be paid after expiry of the warranty period of each

aircraft

3. The bidder is to submit authorization certificate from the Manufacturer/designer of K-8W aircraft in

favor of bidder to participate in the tender. The bidder is also to submit authorization certificate in favor of

LocalAgent along with the offers.

4. The bidder is to carry out 500t50 hours periodic inspection according to instruction of OEM of K-8W

aircraft, T.O.1T-K8W-6WC-2 and documentation approved by OEM of K-8W aircraft. The bidder must carry

out S00t50 hours periodic inspection of BAF K-8W aircraft by qualified personal and cedified by

designer/manufacturer of K-8W aircraft. After the inspection necessary entry is to be made in the aircraft

Logbook in detail in English language and duly signed by authorized personnel

5. The factory and the specialists must have the experience of carrying out 500150 hours periodic

inspection of K-gW aircraft. The bidder is to submit necessary supporting documents to prove such

experience

6" The supplier must provide Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) Certificate and Quality

Assurance Cerlificate along with the supplied spares/tools/materials. All cerlificates and documents

submitted along with the quJtation must be original and recently signed by the authorized executives of the

firm

7 Cerlificates of the items must be in English with indication of equipment operational /calendar life,

TBO, service and preservation/storage life where applicable.

g. The supplier will carry out 500t50 hours inspection of 04 x K-8W aircraft serial number 14324,
j4322. j4326 and '1 4327 at 

'BAf 
Base Matiur Rahman, Jessore. BAF will have the option to change the

aircraft serial number. Technical details of the aircraft are mentioned below.

quoted separately and BAF will have the option to accept /reject the same. 
n
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11. All the rtems required for 5OOt50 hours periodic inspection of BAF K-8W aircraft must be brand new,

unused and manufactured not earlier than 20{6 and fit to use in K-8W aircraft. However, while carrying out

inspection if additional spares deemed required, the bidder is to provide those within quoted cost'

12. The bidder is to supply the necessary spares, recommended spares, tools and materials (in a

package) & send the specialisti of bidder and complete the 500t50 hours inspection of 04 x K-8W aircraft

withinbO Ory. after signing of the contract. However, the testersitest equipment available with BAF can be

used by the bidder's specialist during inspection.

13 The supplier's specialists are to train BAF technicians so that BAF technicians can carry out 500t50
hours pelodic inspection of K-BW aircraft independently. The supplier's specialists are also to train BAF

:e:^- 3ans regarding carry out arrcraft leveling as per card no 2b006 of T.o.1T-K8W- 6WC-2. Whiling

.a.-j -r cli rnspection 25-30 X BAF technrcal personnel will work along with the specialist team. After

c",1..p,"i,on of trarnrng. BAF technicians will be provided certificates by the authorized personnel of the

factory to carry out said inspection independently.

14. The bidder is to submit an work schedule and detail plan of actions for 500t50 hours inspection'

However, the modes of inspections will be as follows:

a. lnspection of first aircraft will be carried out by bidder's specialist. BAF technicians will be

allowed to observe and participate under close supervision of the supplier specialist BAF

technicians will be trained by the bidders' specialist during the process.

b lnspection of second aircraft will be carried by bidder's specialist and BAF technicians jointly.

c. lnspection of third and fourth aircraft will be carried by BAF technicians under the

supervision of bidder's specialist.

15 The bidder rs to mention the warranty period of the items in the offer which should not be less than

iCrl rc-.s r2 months from the date of installation of the items in the aircraft or 03 years from the date of

acceptance in BAF, whichever comes earlier and entry rs to be made in the individual certificate of the

items accordingly.

16. ltem found defective or not suitable to fit / use in K-8W aircraft during pre-receipt inspection, are to

be replaced with new ones and the items found defective within the warranty period, are to be

repaired/replaced at supplier's expense including both ways freight and insurance charges at the shortest

possible time but not laier than 60 days from the date of reporting of the defect to the supplier. Period of

unserviceability for more than 60 days will be added to the total warranty period of items.

.i ; Afler submitting the offer increase/decrease of quantity of items or withdrawal of any items from the

ofe. cy the b dder wi[ not be acceptable: however, BAF will have the option to increase or decrease the

quantttv of :he items

t g. All the expanses of the specialist will be borne by the bidder. BAF will provide internal transportation

and basic medical care for the team. The bidder is to mention the number of specialist and submit bio-data,

photocopy of passport and photograph of the specialists to BAF minimum 04 weeks before the date of

schedule of visit.

.1g. The bidder should mention the cost of necessary spares, recommended spares, tools, material and

training of BAF technician in the offer separately.

20. ltems must be packed and supplied in standard sea/air worthy packing with sealed condition while

delivery.

21. The aircraft acceptance certificate will be signed by both sides after satisfactory FCF and total 5

hours/S sorties of flying by BAF pilots.
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1. The bidder will bring and return necessary items related to the periodic inspection job at

their own responsibilities.

2. The bidder must mention the name and full address of their local agent (if any) in the

offer.

3. Due to the fault of supplier, any changes required in contracUlC, all expenses shall be

borne by the supplier.

4. Trans-shipment is not normally allowed but if the bidder needs transshipment, they are

to mention in the offer about their requirement. In case of such requirement, the trans-

shipment will only be allowed under single AWB/BL.

5. The bidder is to mention the porU country of shipment in the offer.

6. The bidder is to quote FOB cost and freight charges (both air and sea) separately in

US Dollar. Total quoted/offered freight will be distributed against each item based on its
proportionate price to determine the lowest bidder and said freight will be taken into

consideration while concluding contract. No increase of price at any stage after submission of
offer will be accepted by BAF.

7. Offer must remain valid up to 30 June 2018. Within the validity of the offer, withdrawal
of the offer or showing un-willingness to sign the contract by the technically accepted bidder
will not be accepted. ln that case, action would be taken against the principal supplier and the
local agent as per DGDP rules.

8. Part shipment Allowed.

9. Part payment: Allowed.

10. Terms of pavment. Payment will be made through an irrbvocable letter of credit (LC) as

follows:

a. For CATIC. PTI and Xinshidai Co. Ghina :

(i) 80% paymentwill be made after delivery all items for inspection of 04 X
aircraft (necessary spare, recommended spare, tools and material) and on
production of shipping documents to the bank.

(ii) 15o/o of the total amount will be released on completion of inspection fol by
sat FCF and acceptance certificate signed by both parties.

(iiD Remaining 5o/o of the total amount will paid after expiry of the warranty
period of the each aircraft.

(iv) Pavment for remaininq LG value for technical support. 100o/o payment
will be made on completion of training and inspection fol by sat FCF, acceptance
certificate signed by both parties.

b. Firms other than GATIG. PTI and Xinshidai Co. Ghina. 95% of the total
contracted value of periodic inspection of the aircraft will be released after completion
of 5001 50 hours periodic inspection of K-8w aircraft and acceptance certificate signed by
the both parties. Remaining 5o/o of the total amount will paid after expiry of the warranty
period of the each aircraft 1-2 (a
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AWB/ BL must be in the namg of consignee'

12. For failure in supplying the contracted goods in time, DGDP shall have the right to

cancel the contract with necessary punitive action'

13. Compllance of tender terms and conditions to be mentioned in the offer by the bidders

as per sequence. Bidder is to provide required appropriate information against each..clause

clearly (where necessary) instead of 
' 
mentioning "complied/ Not Complied"' No

contradictory ,,sentencei Word" (like, subject to availability/ prior to sell/subject to export

license approval or word so) will be accepted by BAF/DGDP'

14. Any other terms and conditions not covered

regulations.

herein will be as Per DGDP rules and
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